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The room where Brighton
streams City Council meetings
on "KBRI Channel 8." Here,
Andrew Bergey, Brighton's
media services coordinator,
provides a demonstration.

Brighton's latest obsession: transparency
How Brighton understands “transparency” and is subsequently responding

By Liam Adams
Tuesday, August 20, 2019 at 7:45 pm (Updated: August 28, 9:34 am)

While this article was reported in an neutral manner, it includes conclusions and analysis of the reporter.

Councilors claiming their fingers aren’t in cookie jars, fliers about water money at barbecues, and
videos cast on the city’s Twitter. These are just a few examples of a new trend sweeping the city:
transparency.

The idea of transparency, defined as openness, clarity and freedom of information, is
commonplace when talking about municipal politics. However, the idea has been brought to the
forefront in Brighton by recent events.

The termination of former City Manager Philip Rodriguez and discussion on utilities funds has
caused residents to feel confused and misled, resulting in a demand for more information.

In response, city officials have perked up in their seats, become more outspoken and have
generally been more deliberate about sending the message that there’s nothing to hide.

The minor mannerisms and the major initiatives all have shown that transparency isn’t just a
buzzword, it’s a force that shakes the ground beneath Brighton’s feet.

How we got here

Since early July, some residents have felt in the dark because of how certain city council meetings were handled. The first was on July
2, when council discussed a forensic audit of the city’s utilities funds, which they ultimately voted for unanimously.

Before then, council had discussed the prospect of a forensic audit but hadn’t come to a decision. Some councilors felt there wasn’t
enough information to authorize hiring an auditing firm, said Mayor Ken Kreutzer, Mayor Pro Tem J.W. Edwards and Councilwoman
Lynn Baca.

Some members of the public viewed that reluctance as full-blown opposition, which was reinforced by Councilman Matt Johnston’s
opening remarks. “They do not want to do a forensic audit,” Johnston said.

While everyone seemed to be on a similar page that night, all residents wanted to hear was unquestioned support for a forensic audit.
The meeting “was perceived as a battle,” said Jo Elizabeth Pinto, a Brighton resident.
On July 9, council voted 5-4 to suspend former City Manager Philip Rodriguez over “personnel reasons.” When asked for more details,
Kreutzer said, “When it comes to discussions concerning the city manager, it is a personnel issue and it shall remain not in the public
realm.”

The timing of the suspension “felt odd and coincidental,” said Pinto, especially since Rodriguez had brought attention to a large amount
of unrestricted funds in the utilities department.

So, residents asked the council to pump the brakes, but to no avail. A week later, Rodriguez was terminated by a vote of 5-4.

Kreutzer acknowledges the series of events looked bad. “The time is definitely unfortunate,” he said.

But the mayor says he didn’t have faith in Rodriguez. “To leave that person there because of timing, I don’t feel like I’m doing my job,”
Kreutzer said.

For some residents, early July was disorienting. “With this whole water situation, I’m not accusing anybody because I don’t know, but I
never got past the cover,” Pinto said.

“You can have a really good book, but if you don’t present it well, if you have mistakes on the cover, people are not going to know
what’s inside,” said Pinto, who’s authored two books.

For others, early July was infuriating. Kreutzer “was completely unresponsive and, honestly, unsympathetic to people literally pleading
with them to slow down,” said Jeremy Torgerson, who helped launched a recall effort after the July 9 meeting. 

Where we’re at

After Rodriguez’s termination, those who lost faith in the council found fellowship online, a space where discussions and rumors on the
subject have spread. This, in turn, has prompted responses from councilors and city staff.

One example was at a July 23 study session when council was debating between a pre-selected audit firm, suggested by the finance
department, or approving a bid process.
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After Councilman Matt Johnston and Councilwoman Mary Ellen Pollack pushed for a “Request for Proposal,” Kreutzer said, “I’ve always
wanted to get to the bottom of this, and if this is what it takes, I think we should move forward and do a complete RFP.”

For some, it felt like pandering. “I do think he’s paying closer attention to want the majority want,” said Pollack. After all, the threat of a
recall looms over the mayor.

Kreutzer said he’s never been against an audit or a comprehensive search of an audit firm.

On the other side, Kreutzer admits he’s acted in ways he wouldn’t have otherwise, but the “rumor mill” has pushed him to do so.

At an Aug. 6 city council meeting when council was discussing the process to select an audit firm, Kreutzer asked Interim Finance
Director Maria Ostrom, “Has anybody from council provided you with any information to put into this?”

Her response: “No.”

The accusations that he’s sought to influence the selection of a firm is “driving me crazy,” the mayor said, thus causing him to make
such statements.

It’s not just Kreutzer who’s trying to seem more transparent, though. Per the guidance of Interim City Manager Marv Falconburg, city
staff passed out pamphlets at the City BBQ with information about utilities money.

Under the headline of “You Asked, We Answered,” the pamphlet said there’s no missing money, along with a list of future projects for
which the “unrestricted funds” could be used.

Aside from the utilities, Falconburg wants to demonstrate transparency on in a variety of ways. “We need to hit all of the areas,” the city
manager said.

Some examples include the city’s launching of the “See, Click, Fix” app, where residents can report infrastructure faults that need fixing.
Users can also view a map that shows any other active reports.

Falconburg also hosted “Coffee with the city manager” meetings where he met with members of the public to have them “tell me about
your vision for the future and what you want to see in the city.”

While these initiatives have seemed helpful to furthering transparency, the city manager also said, “We can do more.” He’s not alone in
thinking that.

Moving forward

Major steps the city has taken to be more transparent include putting city council meeting and study session agendas online, along with
any attachments, like PowerPoints. They also stream both city council meetings on “KBRI Channel 8”and postthe videos online
afterwards.

Still, residents have thought long and hard about how the city can better its communication. One idea is to have “scorecards” and
“dashboards” on the city website, said Debra Parmley, a Brighton resident.

The city website could list short- and long-term goals and their path to completion, as well as tracking the completion of projects. It’s
important to “communicate results of efforts to residents in an easily accessible format that shows where their tax dollars are going,”
Parmley said.

Another idea specific to the utilities issue is a public meeting or community groups where city officials explain in greater detail the
financing of utilities funds, suggested by Pinto and Dean Morris, a Brighton resident. The discussion could include a breakdown of how
revenue is generated and the budgeting of future projects. 

Parmley’s ideas have already been adopted by multiple cities in Colorado, such as Englewood, Fort Collinsand Colorado Springs, who
use software like “OpenBook” or “OpenGov.” Boulder’s “Boulder Measures”webpage provides scorecards of the success of projects.

A slightly different, yet equally interesting idea is accessibility to council’s emails, which Fort Collins has adopted. On their “Email
Transparency”webpage, members of the public can search a database of council’s emails.

Whether it’s a public meeting, web page or other initiatives yet to be thought of, “I think it would give the city a chance to give a lot of
facts,” Pinto said.

Though transparency is complicated for Brighton right now, these relatively simple solutions can go a long way.

Though Brighton’s political climate has forced people into far-reaching corners, “there are a lot of us who are not in either camp who
would not like to see the city torn apart,” Pinto added.

To counter that widening rift, it’s possible these present and future strides towards transparency are precisely what’s needed.

The office of the city attorney assisted with research on other cities’ transparency initiatives.


